
TOPICS IN THE THEORY OF MARKOFF CHAINS
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Let P(t): (pa(t)) be a matrix (finite- or infinite-dimensional), depending

on t>0, whose elements satisfy the following conditions

(o.i)   ptM fe o,  Z pfM = l,  P(s)P(t) = P(t)P(s) = p(s +1).
i

Then pa(t) can be considered a transition probability of a Markoff chain: A

system is supposed which can assume various numbered states, and pi,(t) is

the probability that the system is in the jth state at the end of a time interval

of length t, if it was in the ith state at the beginning of the interval. The pres-

ent paper will be divided into two parts. In the first, the regularity properties

of P(t), and its asymptotic properties as t—>0, t—> °° are studied. These prob-

lems have been solved in the finite-dimensional case by Doeblin(1). In the

infinite-dimensional case new situations can arise, and the results are some-

what different. The method of approach is new, depending on two theorems

(Theorems 2 and 3) concerning matrices whose elements are non-negative,

and which have row sums less than or equal to 1. The method of approach

can also be applied to the study of the asymptotic properties of the powers

of a matrix of non-negative elements, with row sums 1. In the second part

of the paper, the actual transitions connected with Markoff chains are in-

vestigated : That is, the properties of the function £(/), the number of the state

which the given system assumes at time /, are investigated. The continuity

properties of £(£) are analyzed, and related to the regularity properties of

the Pij(t).

Lemma 1. Suppose that the function f{i), defined for all t>0, satisfies the

functional equation

(1 • 1) f(s + t) = Z gn(s)hn(t) (s, t > 0),
n

where gn(s), hn(s) are defined for s>0, where hn(s) is measurable, and where for

each fixed s, if 0<a<b, the series converges uniformly for aSt = b. Then f{i) is

continuous, for all t>0.
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It will be sufficient to prove that if a value t0 of t is'given, and if { 8,} is

a sequence of numbers approaching 0, then /(/o+8oy)—>/(£(>) > for some sub-

sequence { S0j.} of { 8,}. By a theorem of Auerbach(2), there is, corresponding

to each hn(t), a subsequence { 8aj} of { 8,}, such that

(1.2) \im hn(t + 8a,) = hn(t)

for almost all / in the interval 0 < t < t$. There is then, using the diagonal proc-

ess, a subsequence {8aj\ of {S,} such that (1.2) is true for all n, 0<t<tn,

except possibly on a t-set of measure 0. If 0<Z</o, and if j is large,

(1.3) f{h + 8ai) = Z gH(to - t)hn{t + «„,),
n

and if t is not in the exceptional set, (1.3) implies, when j—>°o ,

(1.4) /(*„ + 8aj) -* Z £„(/„ - 0 hn(t) = /(/„)
n

(because of the uniform convergence of the series in (1.3) with respect to j),

as was to be proved.

Theorem 1. If the matrix function P{t) satisfies (0.1), the measurability of

the pa(t) implies their continuity.

This follows at once from Lemma 1. It has been shown by Doeblin (I) and

it will be a corollary of results to be proved below, that the pa(t) satisfying

(0.1) are always continuous if the matrix P(t) is finite-dimensional, even if

measurability is not assumed. The following example shows that there are

non-measurable solutions of (0.1).

In this example, the pij(t) take on only the values 0, 1, and P(t) is a per-

mutation matrix. Hamel has shown that there is a function/(x), defined for

all real x, taking on only rational values, and satisfying the functional equa-

tion(3) f{x-\-y) =f{x) +/(y). Let {rn} be an enumeration of all the rational

numbers, and let Ts be the transformation of these numbers taking r3- into

r,+/(s). The transformation can be represented by a matrix P(s): (pa(s)),

where pn(s) = l if rsrt = r,( and pa(s) = 0 otherwise. Then evidently P(s+t)

= P(s)P(t), and (0.1) is satisfied. The functions Pa{i) are not measurable,

since they obviously are not continuous.

The following theorem describes completely the solutions of (0.1) which

are independent of t. It will be useful to weaken (0.1) slightly. The theorem

is essentially known, at least in an indirect form(4).

(2) Fundamenta Mathematicae, vol. 11 (1928), pp. 196-197.

(3) Mathematische Annalen, vol. 60 (1905), pp. 459-162. To ensure that Hamel's f(x) take

on only rational values, we can set, using his notation, f(a) = 1, f{b) = • • • =0.

C) Cf., for example, K. Yosida and S. Kakutani, Japanese Journal of Mathematics, vol.16

(1939), pp. 47-55.
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Theorem 2. Let U: («,,-) be a matrix of elements satisfying the following

conditions:

(2.1) utf £ 0, S 1, U2=U.
i

Then the subscripts can be divided into mutually exclusive classes^) F, G\, G2, ■ • ■

such that

(a) Uij = 0, ifj&F;
(b) there are positive numbers u,-,j(£F, such that(6)

un = SuUj, (if i £ /, j £ /),

Z uij = Z Uj = 1 («£/ = /);

(c) /Äere are non-negative numbers {pa} swcA /Aai

Uij = pi/M;- (i/ »' £.F,jGJ).

Conversely, if the «,,- satisfy (a), (b), (c), /Aew (2.1) is irwe.

Suppose (2.1) is true. Define Pas the set of integers j with pij = 0 for all i.

Then (a) is true. Unless U is the null matrix, there will be subscripts not in F.

The extreme members of the inequality

(2.2) z uik = z unu^ = z mA z »<*) ̂ Z «<,•
A: j,A; j \   k / j

are equal; so if yjiMjt < 1, Mi, = 0:j'GP-Let fi, • • • be any numbers satisfy-

ing the conditions:

(2.3) £Uf|<°°> Efcttf-lj (alii).

Then £, = 0 i(j(E.F. If G is the set of integers/ for which £,->0,

(2.4) S f, = E E    s Z     ^ Z t«

and there is an impossible inequality unless Ui,- = 0 whenever £i<0, £,->().

Let t, j be any two distinct integers not in F. Unless the ith and j'th columns

of U are proportional (neglecting elements in the columns whose first sub-

scripts are in F), there are integers r, s (£.F), such that

(5) The class fmay be absent, or the G„ may be absent. The latter case will arise when and

only when U is the null matrix.

(6) In the following, capital letters /, J, K will be used to denote the G„, and a subscript i

will always belong to the class /, and so on, unless the contrary is explicitly stated. The notation

Su is the usual Kronecker 8.
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(2.5)
Uri UTj

Uai U,j

^ 0.

Then X, p. can be chosen so that X«r,-+juM,i<0, Xwr3>0. Since

i-k = )<-uTk+puSk provides a solution of (2.3) with £,<0, £,->0, it follows

thatw,, = 0if (2.5) is true. The subscripts not in F fall into classes, Gi, G2, ■ • ■,

putting subscripts in the same class if the corresponding partial columns are

proportional; if i, j (£.F) are not in the same class, Mi, = 0. The elements Ujj

with i in a class Gy determine a matrix of rank 1. The rows of this matrix

are therefore proportional, in fact identical, since the row sums are 1. We can

thus write «,-, = SuUj (i(E.I, j€zJ), and

(2.6)

UiGFJEJ,

(2.7)

yj Uj = yj uhi = i O'o e j).

Ui = yj uikUh
k

i = ( yj uik) Uj = piju
\ kGj /

where py is defined by the sum in the parentheses. If j(£F, Uj cannot vanish,

since the elements of the/th column (JQF) cannot all vanish. We have now

shown that (2.1) implies (a), (b), (c). Conversely, if (a), (b), (c) are true,

(2.1) can be checked at once.

Theorem 3. Let Wbea set of matrices (finite- or infinite-dimensional) with

non-negative elements, and row sums less than or equal to 1. Suppose that the

matrices in tylform a group W. There is then a l7£9J? (the identity in SC?') with

U2= U. If U is the null matrix, U is the only matrix in 9JJ, and W consists only

of the identity. If U is not the null matrix, we shall use the notation of Theorem 2

to describe its elements. The group W is always isomorphic to a permutation

group acting on the Gv. If (pa) is a matrix of and if the corresponding per-

mutation takes Ii into I2C), then

Pa = h-,jUj (i G 11, j G /),

(3.1) pri = PriiUi (r G F, i G ^2),

tii -0 (j G F).

Evidently if U is the null matrix, it is the only matrix in SD?, and W con-

sists only of the identity. We shall assume from now on that U is not the null

matrix, and use the notation of Theorem 2. Suppose that P: (/>,-,-) Then

since P = PU=UP,

(') As usual, letters I, J refer to the 6>.
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(3.2) pik = z pijUjk = z Uijpjk.

If k£F, (3.2) shows that pih = 0, the last equation of (3.1). If &G#,

(3.2) becomes

(3.2')

(3.2") = z mr/>ri.

According to (3.2'), pik/uk depends only on *, K, and according to (3.2"),

pik depends only on I, k. Then pik/uk depends only on I, K:

(3.3) pik = o-IKuk (iGI,kEK).

There is a P': (py) in STJi which is the inverse of Pin 3Dc'. If we write p'it = cr'iKUk,

for i, j'GP. the equation U=P'P implies

(3.4) m,4 = = Z c'uo-jKttk.
j

The <r«, <t/j are non-negative and

(3.5) 2>w = yj#« gl.

If I = K in (3.4), we obtain

(3.6) 1 = Z v'vvji = Z 4? = !•

There must be equality throughout in (3.6); therefore if 077 < 1, it follows that

a'u = 0. The matrices (au), (p'u) play symmetric roles; so if <7^/<l, it follows

that oij = 0. Then if ou < 1, o'ji = 0 < 1; so ou = 0. Each element in the matrix

(pu) is either 1 or 0, and by (3.6) there is a 1 in each row of (a'u) and therefore

in each row of (o-rj). If (Tr,j,=l, the matrix (<rrj) defines the permutation of

the G, taking Ii into h. The matrix (a'u) defines the inverse of this permuta-

tion. Equation (3.3) becomes the first equation of (3.1), equation (3.2) implies

the second equation of (3.1), and the third equation of (3.1) has already been

verified. The equations of (3.1) induce an isomorphism between the permuta-

tions defined by the (07.7-) permutation matrices and W.

Corollary 1. Suppose in Theorem 3 that W. contains its limit matrices^).

Then the corresponding permutation group on the Gr has the property that each Gj

(8) The matrices {M<n):(m-,n>) j will be said to converge to M:(ma), M^—^M, if m^—*mn

for all i, j. The limit matrices of 3J? are matrices which are limits of convergent sequences of

matrices in 2)2.
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can go only into a finite number of the G„. If in addition it is supposed that cor-

responding to each ^4G5D? and positive integer n there is a -B£9Jc such that

Bn = A, then 9J? consists of only a single matrix, of the type described in Theo-

rem 2.

Suppose that 9JJ contains its limiting matrices, and that some G„ say Ga,

goes into infinitely many G, under the permutations of the group. Then there

is a limiting matrix (pa) of 9JJ such that pa=0 if «'GG„. But a matrix with

these rows of zeros cannot be in 9Jc, so Ga cannot have the supposed property.

The first part of the corollary is thus proved. Now suppose both hypotheses of

the corollary are satisfied. It will be sufficient to prove that the group of per-

mutations on the Gv is the identity. Let Ga be any G„. We have already shown

that Ga can go only into a finite number of Gv, say Gav • • • , Gaj, under the

permutations of the group. The permutations then permute Gai, ■ ■ ■ , Gaj

among themselves, and any element of the group of permutations on

Gav • ■ ■ , Gaj has order a factor of jl. But any element in this group of per-

mutations is by hypothesis the j'!th power of some other element; it must

therefore be the identity. Then j=l, and Ga is transformed into itself by

every permutation of the group, as was to be proved.

Corollary 2. Any matrix function P(t):(pij(t)) with measurable elements

pn(t) satisfying (0.1) for all t (including 0 and negative values) is independent

of t: P(t)=- U, where U has the properties described in Theorem 2.

We can assume that some P(t) is not the null matrix, or there would be

nothing to prove. The matrices P(t) form a family 9J2 satisfying the conditions

of Theorem 3. Moreover each pi,(t) is continuous, if />0, by Theorem 1, and

so for all /, from (0.1). Using the notation of Theorem 3, if i(£F, pa(t) = Uj or

pi,(t) = 0. Then if iQF, pa(t) is independent of t. This means that 90c' consists

only of the identity, so P(t) is independent of t: P(t)= U. The example above

shows that the measurability of the pa(t) is a necessary part of the hypotheses.

Theorem 4. Ifthepa(t) satisfying (0.1) are continuous, then lim(,0 P(t)= U

exists. The matrix U is a non-null matrix of the type described in Theorem 2,

and (9)

(4.1) UP(t) = P(t)U = P(t).

(In the following we shall use the notation of Theorem 2.) Moreover

(4.2) pu(t) = 0 (jeF).

There are continuous functions Hrj(t), satisfying (0.1) and

(a) An inequality between two matrices is defined to mean the same inequality between

their corresponding elements.
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(4.3) lim Uu(i) = STj
t->o

such that

(4.4) pail) = Uu(t)»i (* eiJG J).

There are continuous functions TLij(t) (i'Gf) such that(l°)

piM = IM*)«, (iGFjQF),

(4.5)
U-iK(t)

J

niK(t) = E pa iW*).

Conversely, if the pa(t) satisfy (0.1) awa1 if lim^o P(t) exists, the pa(t) are con-

tinuous.

Neglecting subscripts in F, this theorem reduces the study of P(t) to that

of (ILv(t)) in which case the limit matrix (^—>0) is the identity.

Let U:(uij), U':(uij) be limiting matrices of P(t), t^O. Then (0.1) im-

plies (4.1). The equal ith row sums in (4.1) are

(4.6) yj paQ)     = yj #,*(o = i.
i k k

Since the row sums of U are less then or equal to 1, (4.6) implies that if

yjjfcW,-fc<l, pn(t) = 0. Then in this case Uij = u'lj = 0 also. It follows from (4.1)

that

(4.7) £ u'ijUik S uL (U'U = U').
3

Summing over k, since u'v = 0 if yjtwjft<l, we see that both sides of (4.7)

have sum 31ku'it; so there is equality in (4.7):

(4.7') U'U = U'.

Replacing Uby U' in the inequality UP(t) = P(t), and letting / approach 0 in

such a way that P(/)—>J7, we obtain

(4.8) U'U = U.

Then combining (4.7') and (4.8), we have U' S U, and by symmetry US U'\

so U = U'. There is thus only one limiting matrix U: P(t)-^>U. Since equation

(4.7') becomes U2= U, Theorem 2 is applicable. In the following, we shall

use the notation of that theorem. If w,* = 0; therefore (using (4.1))

pik(t) =0 also, for all i. Then U is not the null matrix. If i, k&F, (4.1) implies

(4.9) (E^iW)«* = M0 (kGK),
_ \,€a' /

(10) If the Gy contain only one subscript each, so that pij(t)—*&ij (J—>0) if i (£ F, then we can

read pa(t) for U~u{f), pij(t) for Uu(t) throughout.
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and

(4.10) z Ujpjk(t) = pik(t) (»g/).

There is equality in (4.10) (and we shall refer to it as if it were so written),

because summing over k gives 1 on both sides. Equations (4.9) and (4.10) im-

ply that if i, k(£F, pik{t)/uk depends only on I, K: pik(t) =UiK(t)uk. Evi-

dently the matrix function (ILv(O) satisfies (0.1), and (4.3) is true. If t£P,

and &£P, (4.1) implies

(4.11) Z Pij HjX(t) S ( Z Putt)) uk - pik(t),
J \i£K /

so that if Hfjs:(/) is defined as the parentheses in (4.11), (4.5) follows at once.

Conversely, if P(t)-> U (*->0),

(4.12) lim P(s + t) = P{S)U.
tlo

The function pi,(t) having a right-hand limit for all / has at most de-

numerably many discontinuities, is therefore measurable, and continuous

(Theorem 1).

Theorem 5. Let a be a given subscript. Then if P(t) satisfies (0.1), paj(t)

will be continuous and lim(,0 paj(t) will exist, for allj, if3Ljpaj{t) converges uni-

formly in some interval 0<t<to.

Doeblin (I) proved that if P(t) satisfies (0.1) and is finite-dimensional,

then the pa(t) are continuous and have unique limits as /—»0. This fact which

evidently is a consequence of Theorem 5, can be proved directly as follows.

Let W be the set of limiting matrices of P(t), /—>0. Then 2JJ satisfies the con-

ditions of Theorem 3, Corollary 1, so 9JJ contains only a single matrix U. It

follows that P(t)—>U, and. the Pa(t) are then continuous, by Theorem 4.

Proof of Theorem 5. Let G be the set of subscripts a with the property

described in the theorem. The equation P(s)P(t) = P(t)P(s) implies that if

A : (an) is a limiting matrix of P(t), t—*0, then

(5.1) 32<*npjk(t) S Z pii(t)<*ik.
i i

If »GG, thenZja'j'= 1> and the sum over k on the left is 1, so that on the right

is also 1. Then there is equality in (5.1):

(5.1') Z anpik(t) = Z Pn(t)ajk (* g G).
i i

If Z*aJk<L tnen Pii(t) — 0, or the sum over k on the right in (5.1') would

not be 1. If j££G, we can find an A with Z*a>'*<l» whence it follows that
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pn(t) = 0 if iGG, j&G. Let P'(t) be the matrix obtained by dropping all ele-

ments of P(t) with a subscript not in G. Then P'(t) satisfies (0.1) and has the

property that any limiting matrix (t—*0) has row sums 1. The proof given

above of Doeblin's result goes through word for word, applied to P'(t). We

have thus proved that P,-,-(/) is continuous, and limt_o pn(t) exists, if aGG,

and in addition that pt)(/)=0 if a GG\ jGG-

We now turn to an examination of the limiting matrices of P(t), as t—* oo .

Theorem 6. Define the matrix U: («,-,-) by

(6.1) lim inf pn(t) = u,j.
I-.00

Then
(a) U is a limiting matrix of P(t), as t—* oo ; U has the properties described

in Theorem 2, and P(t) U= UP(t) = U;

(b) (6.1) can be sharpened to

(6.1') lim pij{t) = Uij

if i is a subscript such that'3ZjUij= l(u).

(c) Using the notation of Theorem 2, and assuming that U is not the null

matrix,
pn(t) = 0 (i<EI,j$I),

■      „s X) Urprj{t) = Uj . (j G /),
(6.2) ,£/

Z PiM + Z Pii(t)piK = PiK (i G F).

7/iGP or ifj(£F (6.1') is true. If i(£F, pn(t) is continuous, and lim(.0 Pn(t)

exists. Moreover I

(6.3) lim   Z Pir(t) = PiK,        hm   Z Pa(t)PiK = 0 (iGP).

The fact that if P(t) is finite-dimensional (6.1') is always true, which fol-

lows from Theorem 6, can be proved directly as follows. The set of limiting

matrices (in this case) of P(t), is seen at once to have the properties

required in Theorem 3, Corollary 1, so there is only one limiting matrix U:

P(t)—>U. This argument breaks down in the infinite-dimensional case, in

which a more detailed analysis is necessary.

Let 2 be the class of limiting matrices (an) of P(t), as t—>oo. Then 2 in-

cludes all its limit matrices. This implies that 8 contains one or more matrices

minimizing Z<./2-V*<»- Let SO? be the class of these minimal matrices. We

shall show that SO? contains only one matrix, U, defined by (6.1). The proof

will be carried through in several steps.

(u) It follows that if the matrices are finite-dimensional, (6.1') is true for all i, j, a fact

due to Doeblin (I).
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(i) If A &, then P{t)A &.
This can be deduced at once from (0.1).

(ii) IfAtEW, then AP{t)=P{t)Ae.W.
This follows, for (0.1) implies that if A:(<*,■,)£ 90?, there is a B:(bu)&,

depending on / and on A, such that

(6.4) E bnpjkit) = Z pij(t)bjk = aik.
i i

Summed over k, this means that

(6.5) yjo^yja^ (*=1, 2, •••)
i *

and only equality is possible, since ^4£9)?. Then (6.4) becomes the equality

BP(t)=P(t)B=A. Therefore,

AP{t) = P(t)BP(t) = P{t)A.

By (i), P(t)A £?, and summing over the ith row of P(t)A =AP(t) gives32iaa,

so P(t)A GSDc, since AEWl.

(iii) If A, ££-90?, then AB = BA £90?.
By (ii), if .4 £90?, it follows that ,4P(/)£90?. If ££90?, AB is a limiting

matrix of AP(t), /-—>°o, so AB^dJl since 90? is closed. Moreover by (ii),

AP(t) =P(t)A, so AB = BA. By symmetry, the reverse inequality is also true;

so AB = BA.

(iv) IfA&there is an A'ETI with A'S A.
For if A&, there is, using (0.1), a ££9)? and a C£S such that A = BC,

and since .BC£90? (as a limit of -BP(<)£90?) this is the desired inequality.

(v) IfA,BEW, there is a C£90? with A =BC.
We see this, for there is certainly, using (0.1), a C£8 with A =BC. As

we have seen, -BC£90?, so there must be equality.

(vi) If A £90?, and if n is any positive integer, there is a -B£90? such that

A=B\
For, since P{t/n)n = P{t), if ,4 £90?, there is a £i£8 such that BISA. By

(iv) there is then a .6£90? with BnSB" = A. To show that there must be

equality, we need only show that B"&. Since ££90?, BB = B2GW by (iii).

Then BB2 = B3GW, and so on.

Now (iii) and (v) imply that the matrices of 93? form a commutative group

The fact that 90? is closed and that (vi) is true shows that 30? has the proper-

ties required in Theorem 3, Corollary 1. There can therefore be only a single

matrix U: («»,•) in 30?, and U has the properties described in Theorem 2. Be-

cause of (iv), lim infe.,00 pn(t) =Uij. From now on we shall assume the notation

of Theorem 2. The equality P(t) U= UP(t) = U follows from (ii). If 1,

no limiting value of paj(t), t—-> =° , can be greater than ua]-, or there would be a

limiting row having a sum greater than 1. Then if 31 jUaj= 1, \imt-.x, pa,(t) =uaj,

for all j. In particular, (6.1') is true if i£P. The equations of (6.2) are equiva-
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lent to the equations Pit) U= UP(t) = U. If (a,-,-) is a limiting matrix of P(t)

as t—»0, (6.2) implies that

(6.6) Z  Wrffr,- = «,■ (jEiJ).

Summing (6.6) over_/G-^ we obtain

(6.7) yj wr( yj ar,j = yj «,• = 1.
r£j      \,£j      / jG/

Thenyj,arj = 1 if r€zJ. This implies thatyj,^r)(<) converges uniformly in some

interval 0<t<to; so according to Theorem 5, pr,(t) is continuous, and has a

unique limit as t—>0, if r(£J. Then this is true for any subscript r(£F. As > oo

in the last equation of (6.2) the first sum has an inferior limit greater than

or equal to p.x. Then there must actually be convergence; the first equation of

(6.3) is true. The second sum in the last equation of (6.2) must then approach

0; (6.3) is true. Equation (6.3) is impossible, since lim inf^«, pik(t) = PiKUk,

(i£.F, k(EiK) unless pik(t)-^piKUk; so (6.1') is true if j(£F. The proof of the

theorem is now complete.

Regularity hypotheses imposed on the probability matrices can be used to

simplify the above results. Thus suppose that there is a value to of t such that

HiPii(to) converges uniformly in i. It follows readily that 32iPa(t) converges

uniformly in i and t = t0. This means that any limiting matrix of P(t),t—» oo, has

row sums 1, so P{t)—*U, by Theorem 6. A less strong condition is that

there be a value to of t, a positive integer N and a positive e such that

32imPn{to) fee for all i. It follows readily that the same inequalities hold for

t = t0. Then

(6.8) Em,* fee;
kiN

so there can only be a finite number of G„, and U cannot be the null matrix.

Also ifj'GF, (6.8) becomes

(6.8') 32 PiKUk (k G K).

Then some p,k>0 for each/G-F, so by (6.3), lim^ pn(t)=0, if i^F, j££F.

Thus in this case also, P(t)-+U, as t—>oo. The fact that P(t)—>U under the

above hypotheses can also be derived using general theorems of Doeblin(12)

or of Kryloff and Bogolioüboff (13).

If there is a set of non-negative numbers pi, pi, ■ • • such that

(6.9) 32pipa(t) = pi (any),    T,Pi = i,
_ i i

(12) Thesis, Paris, 1938, pp. 105-109.

(13) Paris, Comptes Rendus de l'Academie des Sciences, vol. 204 (1937), pp. 1454-1456.
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the set pi, ■ ■ ■ will be called a set of (stationary) absolute probabilities. The

number pj can be considered as the probability of being in the jth state at

time /•. Any linear combination of absolute probabilities with non-negative co-

efficients is also a set of absolute probabilities, or proportional to a set. If U

is defined as in Theorem 6, the second set of equations of (6.2) states that

the ith row of U, if i(£F, is a set of absolute probabilities. If t£F, the ith

row of U is a linear combination (coefficients piK) of the rows of elements

with first subscripts not in F. Then every row of U is a set of absolute proba-

bilities, or proportional to a set (if the row sum is less than 1). Moreover (6.9)

implies that'll{piUn = p,; so any set of absolute probabilities is a linear com-

bination (non-negative coefficients) of rows of U. The states with subscripts

in F then always have probability 0, regardless of the absolute probabilities.

One simple consequence of these remarks is that if there is a solution to (6.9),

U cannot be identically 0, and some row of U is also a solution of (6.9); there

is a solution of (6.9) determined by the equations pj = \imt~a> paj(t), « fixed,

not in F.

Theorem 7. Suppose that the pnif) satisfying (0.1) are continuous. Then

if U is defined as in Theorem 6,

1 rT
(7.1) lim— I   pij(t)dt = un

T—*tx,  T J o

for all i, j.

Let Q(T) be the matrix with general element qn(T):

qa(T) = - CPiMdL
1 J 0

Since

(7.2) E qa{T)Pik(t) = Z Pa(t)qAT) - ^ f 'pik(s)ds,
i j T J t

if V is a limiting matrix of Q{T), T-+ °o, it follows that

U'P(t) = P(t)U' = U'. .

Since the row sums of U'P(t) are the same as those of U', there must be

equality:

(7.3) U'P(t) = P(l)U' = V.

According to Theorem 6,

(7.4) UP(t) = P(t)U = U.

It follows from (7.3) and (7.4) that
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(7.5) uv*ru>-v.
U'U s UU' = u.

Then U= UU' =U'=U'U=U,U=U', as was to be proved.

The following is a simple example illustrating the fact that U in Theorems

6, 7 may be the null matrix. Let pn(t) = 0 'rij <i, and otherwise define pn(t) by

(7.6) Pii(t) =    P e-K
(j- m

Evidently pn(t)—>0, as /—>». There can be no stationary absolute probabili-

ties in this case.

In examining the successive transitions of the system, we shall assume

that the system is initially in a state a, where a will be held fixed throughout

the discussion. Let £(/) be the number of the state assumed by the system at

time /. Then £(/), for each fixed value of t, is a chance variable: £(0) = a;

£(/)=j with probability pal(t) if t>0. To discuss the continuity properties

of £(f) in t we shall assume a minimum of regularity properties of P(t), to

which we shall be led in a natural way. In order to discuss the probability

measures under consideration, we must, as usual, find a space ß* of points w,

a measure defined on Q*, and a one-parameter family of measurable functions

xt(aj), 0 = t< 00, such that the probability relations of the chance variables

{£(/)! become measure relations of the functions {xt(u)}. Let fl* be the space

of all functions x(t), 0^/<°o, taking on the integral values used in the

subscripts of P{t). A probability measure on fl* is defined as follows. If

0 = <0</i< • • • <tn, the conditions

(8.1) x{t]) = vj (j = 0, • • • , ft)

determine a subset of fl* and the measure of this subset is defined by

(8 2)        p*U(h) = vhj = 0,... ,n]

=  8 avep avi{t\) pVlV,{tl — tl)   •  •  •  pv„-ly„(t„ — tn-l).

By a theorem of Kolmogoroff(14), a completely additive measure function is

determined on ß* by these conditions. Let x>(w) be the function of colx(t)

which takes on the numerical value f(s) if co is the function f(t). Then the

probability relations of the chance variables {£(t)} become measure relations

of the measurable functions {x((oj) } :

P*{xt(u)=j} = pai(t)

and so forth. We shall sometimes write x(t) instead of xt(o)), so that "x(t)v can

mean, for example: (a) a point w of fl*; (b) a function xt(u) of w; (c) a num-

(") Grundbegriffe der Wahrscheinlichkeitsrechnung, Ergebnisse der Mathematik, vol. 2, no.

4, pp. 24-30. The fact that our functions assume only integral values, whereas those of Kol-

mogoroff assume all values necessitates only trivial changes in the proof.
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ber, the value of the function x{t) at the point t. When there is any danger of

confusion, the proper meaning will be explicitly stated. The function xt(oj) is

automatically defined on any subset of 12*, and it is usually desirable to re-

strict co to be in a subset 12 of 12*, of outer measure 1, defining a P-measure

on 12 by setting P(A* • 12) =P*(A*) for any P*-measurable set(15) A*. The

probability relations of the chance variables {Z(t)} now become the measure

relations of the functions xt(co), a>£-ß:P{xs(co) =j\ = paj(s) and so on(16). It

has been shown(17) that if any P*-measure is given, there always corresponds

an everywhere dense denumerable sequence of real numbers R: {r,} such that

if I is any open interval, and if s£/,

(8.3) P*|g.L.B. *{>,•) = x(s) S L.U.B. x(r,)\ = l(w).
I   r,G/ r/S/ )

It has been shown(19) that 12 can be chosen to consist of all (possibly infinite-

valued) functions x{t) which satisfy the relation

(8.4) lim inf x(r.f) = x{t) S lim sup x(rj)
rj—4 r;—*'

for all t(ER- Then if this is done,

(8.5) g.L.B. x{r,) S x(s) S L.U.B. x{r,)

for all u>\x{t) in £2, sharpening (8.3). Such a space £2 is called quasi-

separable, and the process : that is, the combination of 12 with its P-measure,

is called a quasi-separable process.

A measure can be defined on the space TX12 of couples (/., co), as the prod-

uct of Lebesgue measure on'the £-axis and P-measure on co. The process is

called measurable if the function x((co) is (t, co)-measurable. The P*-measure is

then said to determine a measurable process. This hypothesis on the P-meas-

ure is certainly a minimum hypothesis. On the other hand, there are natural

analytic restrictions on the pn{t). Let Ga be the set of subscripts j such that

paj(t) ^ 0. Only the subscripts in Ga need be considered in analyzing the transi-

tions of the system, supposed initially in state a. It follows readily from (0.1)

that pij(t) = 0 if iGGa,jQGa. The matrix Pa{t): pn(t) with i,j^Ga then satis-

fies (0.1), and it is this matrix Pa{t) which is essential to the discussion. The

(15) Cf. Doob, these Transactions, vol. 42 (1937), pp. 108-110.

(16) P{xs(w) =j] is to be interpreted as the fl-measure of the set of all functions x{t) in Ü

for which x(s) =j.

(") Doob, these Transactions, vol. 47 (1940), p. 467.

(18) This equality holds for each fixed s. The w-set {*(j)g<£, i 6/j, ^ a immeasurable

function, is not immeasurable, so each value of s must be considered separately in (8.3), or in

probability relations of similar type. The subspace fl is introduced in order to avoid this neces-

sity.

(») Op. cit., pp. 468-469.
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natural analytic hypotheses on Pa(t) would include the measurability of its

elements. This, by Theorem 1, implies their continuity, and then (Theo-

rem 4), lim(,o Pa(t) = U exists. The matrix U is the first determining factor of

the regularity of the process. It is natural to suppose that it is the identity

matrix. A glance at Theorem 4 shows that no other hypothesis can possibly be

compatible with any sort of continuity in the transitions of the system.

These considerations lead to the following formulation of a natural hy-

pothesis to be imposed on the matrix function Pa(t). We shall denote as

hypothesis Ha the hypothesis that the system is initially in state a, and that

if iG.Ga, lim^o pu{t) = 1. Then lim(,0 Pnif) = 0;3- (t'GG«). Since Pa(t) satisfies

(0.1), the p,j{t) (i,j€zGa) will be continuous (Theorem 4). Moreover £,,(/) = 0

if i(EGa,j(£Ga. Then if hypothesis Ha is true, and if i(^Ga, pn(t) is continuous

for all j, and lim(,0 Pn{t) = 0;,. Hypothesis Ha implies the continuity of paj(t)

for all j, even though a may not be in Ga. In fact the equation

pai(s + h) = Z pai{s)pn(h)

shows that pa](t) is continuous for t>s, and therefore for all /. If i£Ga, then

pa(t) >0 for all t, and if i = a, j(£Ga or if *, j£Ga then pi3(t) =0 at most on a

finite interval 0<tSto (depending on i,j). The first fact follows from the in-

equality pii{t)^pa{t/n)n, w=l, 2, • • • , since lim,,,«, pu(t/n) = \. The second

fact follows from the inequality pij{t-\-h) }tpij{t)pjj{h) which implies that if

pij(t') >0, then pi,(t)>0, for t>t'.

The following theorem shows the relations between various hypotheses it

would be natural to assume.

Theorem 8. Suppose that P* \x(0) ==a} =1. Then the following three condi-

tions on P*-measure are equivalent.

(i) The P*-measure determines a measurable process.

(ii) Hypothesis Ha is satisfied.

(iii) For every t >0,

(8.6) lim P*{x(t) = x(t)} = 1.
<-»T - y - 'j

In the usual language of measure theory, (8.6) states that xt(o))-^>xT(o)) in

measure. We shall prove a much stronger result below, Theorem 11. To prove

Theorem 8, we prove that (i) implies (ii), (ii) implies (iii), and (iii) implies (i).

Proof that (i) implies (ii). Suppose that P*-measure determines a measur-

able process. Then it follows(20) that for fixed A>0, f >0, P*{ \x(t + h)-x(t)\

>e} is Lebesgue measurable in t, and (as «—>0) goes to 0 in measure on any

finite /-interval. If e<l,

(8.7) P*{ I x(t + h) — x{t) I > e} = Z />«,■(') [1 - PiAh)\
_ >E:ga

(20) Doob, these Transactions, vol. 42 (1937), p. 117.
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Since the quantity in (8.7) goes to 0 as A—>0 in measure on every finite /-inter-

val, and since paj{t) >0 if / is sufficiently large, linu^o Pi Ah) = 1 ifj'GGV Then

hypothesis Ha is satisfied.

Proof that (ii) implies (iii). If hypothesis Ha is true, we shall prove (8.6)

by evaluating the probabilities involved. If 0<r </,

P*{x{t) = *(t)} = DP* {*G*) = x(r) -/}

(8.8) '
-  Z  Pa(r)Pii(t - t)

iE. a a

and if 0</<r,

(8.8') P*{x(t) = aKr)} = Z fmMtiAr - 0-

Proof that (iii) implies (i). Condition (iii) is known (loc. cit. (20)) to imply

that the P*-measure determines a measurable process.

Now the series in (8.8) is majorized byZ)^«j'(r)> an(I that in (8.8') by

Zj/wW- Then the series in (8.8) converges uniformly in t. The series y^.,-paAt)

is a series of non-negative continuous functions, converging to the continuous

function 1, so there is uniform convergence in a neighborhood of r. Thus the

series in (8.8) and (8.8') are uniformly convergent for / near r, and when

/—>r both becomeZj'A»j'(t) — 1. as was to be proved.

Theorem 9. Suppose that hypothesis Ha is true. Then if i^Ga,

1 - pa{t)
(9.1) lim-L-il = g<(g + »)

(->0 t

exists. If Qi = 0, pn(t) = l. If q_i= °o , then if 'jpti, j(E.Ga,

(9.2) lim_M_=lk_ML=0.
(-.0 1 — pu(t)       «-o 1 — pu(t)

If 5< < 00 , then for j^i, j^Ga the limits

Pi At) PiAt)
(9.3) lim^-^- = qij« + oo),       lim —

(—0      t (-.0 t

exist, and

(9.4)

/» the finite-dimensional case{21), g. < 00 /or a// i(E.Ga, and there is equality in

(9.4) .

Let 2? be a denumerable everywhere dense /-set. Since when /—>t,

(21) Doeblin (I) proved Theorem 9 in the finite-dimensional case.
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x(t)—»#(t) in measure (Theorem 8), it follows that

(9.5) ' lim inf x(r) S x(t) = lim sup x(r) (r £ R)
T—*T T—*T

with probability 1 (that is, almost everywhere on Q*). Then (8.3) is satisfied.

We shall also need the following fact: If / is any open /-interval, and if

t[n)< ■ ■ ■ are points in I, with max, (*jB)— then if 5„->0,

(9.6) lim L.U.B. x{tT) = L.U.B. x{r)
n-»=o       1 r£S'/

with probability 1. This can be proved as follows. Because of the fact that

when t—>T, x(t)—*x(r) in measure, it surely is true that for each r in I,

(9.7) lim inf L.U.B. x{tT) fe *0)
n—♦<» j

with probability 1, and (9.7) implies (9.6), because of (8.3). In the same way

we can prove

(9.8) lim G.L.B. x{t^) = G.L.B. x(r)
!»->«       j r £ R ■ I

with probability 1.

Now let i£Ga, and choose r so that pai(r)>0. Let <p,(A) be the proba-

bility that if x(t) =i then x(r) =i for r—r=t+h (r£i?). (If R is used to deter-

mine a quasi-separable process, cpi(h) is the probability that if x(t)=z, then

x(t)=i for t^t^r+k.) According to (9.6) and (9.8), if t = t[") < ■ ■ ■ Sh, and

max,- (/j")-4")1) = 5„^0, then

P* { x(r) = i, t = r S t + h, (r £ R)} = lim P* {x(t?) = i, j fe 11
n—»«j

(9.9) („) („)
= pai(j) lim LLpiiitj+i - tj ) = pai{t)<t>i{h).

n—*oo i

Let {e„} be any sequence of positive numbers converging to 0. To prove (9.1)

it will be sufficient to let /—»0 through the sequence {e„}, and to show that

there is a limit, which is independent of the sequence {«„}. Choose the in-

tegers m„ so that mnen f h. Then setting tj+i — r=jen in (9.9), 0SjSmn,

(9.10) Urn pu(e*)<*» =* £4*).
n—»oo

This implies that if <p,(A) >0

1 — />.i(tn)
(9.11) lim m„ log = — lim h-= log <£,(/«).

n—*» n-*« €n

We have thus shown that unless <f>i(h) = 0, (9.1) is true, and
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(9.12) $,■(*) = e-«k.

On the other hand, if <pi(Ä)=0, (9.1) is true with q{ = », and then </>,(&) = 0.

Since pa(t)^<pi(t), o; = 0 implies that pu(t) = l. In proving (9.2) and (9.3) we

can assume that pa(t) < 1 for all /, since otherwise (0.1) implies that £,,(/)== 1,

so g, = 0: in this case (9.2) is inapplicable; the first part of (9.3) is obvious,

and the second is proved by a trivial modification of the proof below. To prove

(9.2) we note that if v >0, jy^i, jGG„,

(9.13) Paine) = £ p^p^p^n - k - 1 e) = (1 - ,) 1 ~ Pij(t),
*-o 1 — /><;(«)

if we is sufficiently small. Then if qi = oo, when ra—-> oo and e—»0 so that ne-M,

(9.13) becomes

(9.14) pa® = (1 - 77) lim sup-
«-0      1 - />,<(«)

for sufficiently small /. When t—>0 this gives the first part of (9.2). Similarly

if jVj.j'GG«

(9.13')  Paine) = £        - k - 1 «)*«£>#«(«)* £ (1 - ij) 1 ~ Pii(f p^e)
k=D 1 — pu{e)

is true for sufficiently small n, and then if g;= oo

(9.14') piiit) ^ (1 - t,) lim sup
o    1 - pu{e)

for sufficiently small /. When t—>0 this gives the second part of (9.2). If qi < <*>,

(9.13) implies that

1 - e-1'1 pij(e)
(9.15) pij(t) fe (1 -17)-lim sup-

qi e

Then

Pa(t) , PiM
(9.16) lim inf- — (1 — -n) lim sup-■

<->o       / «-.o e

Since 77 >0 is arbitrary, this implies that lim<,0 Pn{t)/t exists, and the limit is

finite, from (9.15). Similarly equation (9.13') implies that lim._0 Pa(t)/t exists

and is finite. Moreover

(9.17) £ =-;-1

so that (9.4) is true. Equation (9.17) can also be written
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(9.18) £_^!_=1.

m \- Pu(t)

Then in the finite-dimensional case g,= oo is impossible (since each term of

the sum goes to 0 with t if g, = »), and (9.17) implies that there is equality

in (9.4).

In discussing the continuity properties of x(t) in /, it is usually convenient,

because of measurability considerations, to choose a denumerable everywhere

dense /-set R and then consider the functions x(r) for r£i?. The continuity

properties of x(r) can be interpreted as continuity properties of x(t), if the

proper space ß of the stochastic process is chosen, and this will sometimes

be done below.

Theorem 10. Suppose that hypothesis Ha is true. Let t be any positive num-

ber and let R be any denumerable everywhere dense set. Then limr,T x{r) =x(t)

(r£LR) with probability 1 if and only if whenever pai(j) >0, gt- is finite. If g,- < oo

and if paiij) >0, qn/qi is the conditional probability that if x{t) =i, and if there

is a discontinuity of x{r) (r(£R) before t + A, then there is a first discontinuity

before r + h, which is an isolated discontinuity where x(f) jumps to j.

The probability that x(r)=i and that x(r)=i for r£i?, r — h<r <r + A

is paiir — h)4>i(2h). Then limr,T x{r) =x(t) with probability 1 if and only if

linu,o</>;(A) = 1, that is, if and only if qi < oo , whenever pai(j) >0. This proves

the first part of the theorem. The second part requires a more detailed analy-

sis. Suppose that g<< oo and that pai(r) >0. We shall evaluate the probability

of the x(/)-set A, determined by the following conditions: x(t) =i; x(r) =i for

r^zR, r>r on some interval of r-values; x(r) then jumps toj, remaining equal

to j on some interval of length at least 77, the jump occurring before r-f-A.

Let n be any positive integer, and define A„,, by

«J I                                         »     . /     m + 1 \
AMl, =       x(t) = i; x(r) = i,r < r < t -\-h; xl t H-h ) = j;

(10.1) "'=l1 n        \ n )

m + 1 m + 1
x(r) 35 j, r H-h < r < t H-h + ?j

Then

P(An,,) = yj paiWe-^inpnih/^e-w

Q—hqiln _        g— hqi(l~ 1/n)

(10.2) = j0,.(t)-—-p(i{h/n)e-™
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Now if x(/)GA, it follows that x(/)GAB,,< for sufficiently large n, whenever

v'<v-

(10.3) A, C lim inf A„,v.
n—»oe

If x(()GA„,, for infinitely many values of n, *(()GA„ if no t + (m/n)hG.R:

(10.4) lim supA„,, C A,.
n ' oo

Then if v' <y

(10.5) lim sup P(A„,,) ^ P(A„) £ lim inf P(AB,,.).

The inferior and superior limits in (10.5) are actual limits, evaluated in (10.2).

Since the limit function of v is continuous, we obtain(22), letting rj'—^rj,

(10.6) P(A,) = poi(r)(l - <r*«) — <rw.

The probability that x(t) =i, that x(r) =i for r >t on some r-interval (rGÄ),

and that then x(r) jumps to j where it remains for some r-interval, the jump

occurring before r+h, is therefore

(10.7) lim P(A,) = pai(r)(l - fr^Oqu/ii,
71 -»0

and this equality is equivalent to the statement of the theorem.

To make clear the meaning of Theorem 10, suppose that £jO,, = Oi< 00

for all i in Ga. Then if r >0, limr_r x{r) =x(t) with probability 1. Excluding an

x(/)-set of ß*-measure 0, each x(t) in the remainder A is then equal on R to

x(t) for r sufficiently near t. According to the second part of the theorem,

we can make the excluded ß*-set so large that if x(()GA there will be a first

discontinuity of x(r) (if any) after r, a jump. Now, applying the second part

of the theorem, letting r run through all rational numbers, we see that the

excluded fl*-set can be made so large that if jc(()GA, there will be a second

discontinuity (if there is more than one), also a jump, a third, and so on.

These discontinuities may cluster at a point, to give x(r) a discontinuity which

is no longer a jump.

We shall use a somewhat indirect method in examining in more detail the

transitions of the system, that is, the discontinuities of x(t). This method has

the advantage of exhibiting analytically the relation between the regularity

of the matrix function (pn(t)) and the discontinuities of x{t).

(22) We have tacitly assumed the measurability of A,. This is easily proved directly, or

the above discussion can be modified, using inner and outer measures in (10.5), to furnish the

proof that A, is measurable, besides evaluating its measure. The restriction we have made on h

is essential for (10.4), but evidently (10.5) and (10.6) are true without this restriction.
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Let yt (for each / in some point set) be a chance variable. The family of

chance variables {yt} will be said to have the property £ if (for any natural

number m), whenever/i< ■ • • <tn+i,

(11-1) E{ytv • • • , ytn; ytn+1) = yj*),

with probability 1 (24). Suppose a family {y<} has the property £, for / in some

interval (a, 6). Then if a<r <b, /» f r implies that lim,,,«, ytn = yT~ exists with

probability 1, and the limit yT_ is independent (neglecting zero probabilities)

of the particular sequence {/„}. The chance variable {yr+} is defined similarly

in terms of approach from above. Moreover, yT_ = yT+ = yT with probability 1,

if r is not in some set, which is at most denumerable. We shall call this set

the set of fixed discontinuities. If R is any denumerable set, dense on (a, 6),

yr (r£R), with probability 1, considered as a function of r alone is equal to

a function defined on (a, b), and continuous on the right at every point of

(a, b) not a fixed discontinuity point. It will be useful below to say that a

family of chance variables yt has the property £* if the family y_( has the

property £.

It is easily verified that if T>0, and if yt is defined by

(11.2) yi=P*wi(T-t) (0<t<T),

then the family of chance variables has the property £(25). We shall show

that there are no fixed discontinuities if hypothesis Ha is true. To do this it

will be sufficient to show that if t is given, and if tn—>t, then some subsequence

°f {ytn} converges to yt with probability 1. Since according to Theorem 8,

^(„(co) converges to xt(w) in measure, some subsequence, xTn(co), converges to

x-(co) with probability 1. Then

(11.3) y,, ■- p.Wi(T -

for large n, with probability 1, so that y,n—>yt with probability 1, because the

pi j{t) are continuous if i£Gaand for each t, P* {x<(co) GG } =1. In a similar

way it can be proved that if T*>0, and if y* is defined by

(H.4) y* - **")(< " ^ (t>T*),
Paz(t)it)

the family of chance variables {y*} has the property £*, and there are no

fixed discontinuities, if hypothesis Ha is true. The chance variable yt ■ pajiT*)

(23) The notation E\ylv • • ■ , ytn; y«„+1} will be used to denote the conditional expectation

of y<n+1 for given values of ytv ■ ■ • , ytn, a function of the latter variables.

(24) The properties of such a family, summarized here, are proved in the author's paper in

these Transactions, vol. 47 (1940), pp. 455-^86. This paper will be referred to as "£."

(25) This fact is a result of the well known relations between conditional expectation func-

tions, and is a special case of the fact that if \v>t\ is any family of chance variables, if z is a

chance variable dependent on the id,, and if zt = E{w„ s ^t; z), (zt = expectation of z for wa given

for s^t), then the family {21} has the property £.
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bears the same relation to the inverse process (t decreasing) as yt bears to

the given process. For each t, the denominator in (11.4) vanishes only with

probability 0 (hypothesis Ha). The following two regularity conditions on the

pn(t) will be useful.

Condition C(ß). Let ß be in Ga. Then there are numbers n, 8 such that for

all iy^ßin Ga, and alls<8

(11.5) piß(s) < 1 - ».

Condition C*(ß, t). Let ß be in Ga and let r be a positive number with

paß{r) >0. There are positive numbers n, 8 such that if 0 <s < 8, iQß, pai(r) >0,

then

paiir + s)

(11.5*) päi(s) <V ' (1 - v).
Paß{r)

Under hypothesis Ha, if i is fixed and 5—»0 in (11.5), the inequality be-

comes 05=1—77, and under the same circumstances, (11.5*) becomes

(11.6) 0^^—^(1-7,).
Paß{T)

Then conditions C(ß) and C*(ß, t) are certainly always satisfied in the finite-

dimensional case, under hypothesis Ha, for all possible ß and pairs ß, t

(ß£:Ga), respectively.

Condition C(ß) can be put in an interesting alternate form. If condition

C{ß) is not satisfied, there is a sequence of distinct integers \iv\ in Ga, and a

sequence {s?}, s„—>0, such that pip$(s,)^>l. Now if r>0, and if v is so large

that s„ <t,

(11.7) pivj{t) = pitß{sv)pßj{t - sr) + Yj Pi,k(s,)pki(t - s„).

If j(£Ga, pirj(t) = 0- If j'GGa, the sum on the right is at most

yj pirk(s,) = i - piM -* o.
k*ß

Then (11.7) implies

(11.8) Km piyi(t) = PßAt),
V—»00

for all j, t. Thus {under hypothesis Ha) condition C(ß) is satisfied if (and, as is

easily seen, only if) no sequence of distinct rows (whose elements have first sub-

scripts in Ga) converges, element by element to the ßth row, for all t. An analogous

but less elegant form of C*(ß, r) can be obtained.

The following theorem makes Theorem 10 more precise.
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Theorem 11. Suppose that hypothesis Ha is true. Let r be any positive num-

ber, and suppose that R is any denumerable set having r as a limit point. Then

x(r) — x(t)
(11.9) lim      , =0 (rGR)

r-»T   1 + x(r)2

with probability 1. If paß(r)>0, then limr,r x(r)=ß whenever x(r)=ß, (with

probability 1) if and only if qß < oo . If C(ß) or C*(ß, r) is satisfied, then qß < oo.

Since, as we have seen in Theorem 8, if r—*t, xr(co)—>xr(co) in measure, that

is, x(r)—»x(x) in measure, it is impossible that | x(r) \ —» oo with positive proba-

bility along any sequence of r-values approaching r. Therefore, neglecting 0

probabilities (12*-sets of measure 0), (11.9) implies that x(r) always has x(t)

as a limiting value when r—->t, (the only finite limiting value) but x(r) may

also have + oo as a limiting value. In the course of the proof of Theorem 10,

we have already proved that if paß(t)>0, limr,r x(r)=ß whenever x(r)=ß

with probability 1, if and only if qß< oo : in fact this statement follows di-

rectly from our evaluation of 4>ß(h). To prove (11.9) we shall use the families

of chance variables \yt\, {y*} introduced above. Since these families have

no fixed discontinuities,

(11.10) lim px{r)i(T - r) = pxmi(T - r),
r—*r

with probability 1. Let A be an co-set of measure 1, such that the following

conditions are satisfied, if x(()GA:

(a) (11.10) is true for all j and rational T>t;

(b) if pa,(r) = 0, then x(r)^j; if paj(r) = Q, then x(r)^j.

Now suppose that x0(/)GA, and suppose that x0(r)=ß. Suppose that

lim infr,T | Xo(r) \ < + » . Then there is an integer y such that Xo(r) =y for in-

finitely many values of r, as r—>r. Condition (a) implies

(11.11) lim pyi(T - r) = pyi(T - r) = pßj(T - r),
T—*T

for ally and rational T>t. (We are using the fact that because of condition

(b), pay(t)^0, so, in accordance with hypothesis Ha, pay(t) is continuous in t.)

Because of hypothesis Ha, lim<.0 pyj(i) = oyj, lim(,0 paj(t) = Saj for all j. Thus

if we let T—>r, (11.11) implies that 8yl = 5ßj for all j: y = ß. We have now

proved that the only possible limiting values of x0(r) as r—»t are xo(t), + oo ;

(11.9) is true for x(/)£A, and hence is true with probability 1. If the matrices

are finite-dimensional, there can be only finite limiting values of x0(r); so

x(r)—>x(t) (r(zzR) with probability 1, as we have already proved in Theo-

rem 10. Now suppose that (pi,(t)) is infinite-dimensional, and suppose that

for some Xo(t) in A, Xo(r) does not approach Xo(x) =ß (r^R). Then there must

be a sequence of integers \i,) and a sequence {r„} such that x0(r«) =i,-+ + 00 ,

(r„—>t). Then (11.10) becomes
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(11.12) lim pivi(T - r,) = pßi(T - r)
V—.00

for allj and rational T>t. It follows readily from (11.12) with j=/3 that there

is a subsequence {jr} = {ia,} of {■»,} and a sequence of values {T,} of T,

Tr i t, such that

(11.13) lim pUT, - rj = lim pßß(T, - r) = 1.
V—* oo V—» oo

This evidently contradicts condition C(ß). Thus if C(ß) is satisfied, qß< oo.

The family of chance variables

has, as we have seen, the property £*. Since these chance variables are non-

negative, there is convergence when r[r, with probability 1(26). Since

x(r)—*x(t) in measure,

zu  .*\ r    P^(r)(r - t) 1
(11.14) hm

rlr      pax(r)(r) Paß(r)

almost everywhere where x(t) =ß. We can suppose A has been chosen so that

(11.14) is true if x(/)£A. Unless x(r)—>/3 whenever x(t) £ A, r j t, and x(t) =ß,

there is an xo(t) in A with x0(r) =|S, a sequence of integers {»„}, and a sequence

{r„} such that Xo(r„) °°, r„'j r. Then, using (11.14),

/,/s«v(r»     r) 1
(11.15) —->-

Pai,(r') P"f>{T)

which contradicts C*{ß, t). Thus if C*{ß, t) is satisfied, qß< oo. (We are using

here the fact which is implicit in the discussion of <pß{h) above that if x(t) =ß,

limr;Tx(r) =ß with probability 1 if and only if qß< oo.)

We shall need a somewhat stronger condition than C*(ß, r) below. We

shall say that condition C**(ß, r) is satisfied if paß(j) > 0 and if there are posi-

tive numbers 77, d such that if 0<5i^s2<o, ir^ß, pai(r+Si) >0, then

Pai(r + Si)

(11.16) pM <y (1-7,).
^afl(r)

Condition C**(/3,r) is always satisfied in the finite-dimensional case, under hy-

pothesis Ha, if ß€zGa since (11.16) becomes (11.6) when Si and s2 approach 0.

(M) This is true if r \ t along any sequence of values (Doob, these Transactions, vol. 47

(1940), p. 460, Theorem 1.3) and this means the truth of the statement when t\t,t £i? (Doob,

these Transactions, vol. 42 (1937), p. Ill, Theorem 1.3, or, in another formulation, Duke

Mathematical Journal, vol. 4 (1938), pp. 758-759, Lemma 2).
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Theorem 12. Suppose that hypothesis Ha is true. Let R be any denumerable

everywhere dense t-set. Then there is a set A of functions x(t), of probability 1,

such that if x(t) £A the following statements are true.

(a) If the matrices are finite-dimensional, x(r) (r £i?) has only isolated jumps

as discontinuities.

(b) Either limrjT |x(r)| = <x> (r^R), or there is an integer ß, depending on

the function x(t) and on r, such that

x(r) - ß
(12.1) lim = 0 (rGR).

r±r 1 4- I x(r) |2

If condition C(ß) is satisfied, then either limr jT | x(r) | = <*> or there is an in-

teger ß depending on the function x(t) and on t, such that limr|T x(r)=ß (r^R).

(b*) The statement of (b) remains true with r\r, instead of r [r, replacing

condition C(ß) by C**(ß, t).

(c) For each t, there will be an integer ß [and ß = x(r)), as described in (b),

(b*), with probability 1.

Theorem 12 is closely related to work of Doeblin and Feller, with which

it will be compared below.

The families {yt}, {y*} have the properties £, £*, respectively. There is

therefore an co-set A of probability 1, such that if x(()GA, the correspond-

ing yt, (y *) coincide on R with functions everywhere continuous on the right

(left), for allj, rational T, T*. (It has been proved above that there are no

points of fixed discontinuity.) We can also suppose that x(r)y^j unless

paj(r)>0, if x(/)GA. Then if x0(t)<EA, and if T>t>T*>0, T, T* rational,

the following limits exist:

(12.2) lim pze(r)i(T - r),

Pixn(r)(r — T*)
(12. 2*) lim- ■

rU pax0{r)(r)

If x0(r) takes on a subscript ß for values of r approaching r from above, we

can evaluate the limit in (12.2):

(12.3) lim p^r)i(T - r) = lim pßj(T - r) = pßi(T - r).
rlr rlr

Then ß is uniquely determined, for if y had the same defining property, we

should have pß,(T — t)=pyj(T—t) for all rational T>t, where ß, y are both

in Ga. When TI t this means (using hypothesis Ha) that oßl = for all j,

impossible unless ß = y. Thus (12.1) is true. Then in the finite-dimensional

case, limr|r Xo(r) =ß, that is, Xo(r)=ß for r sufficiently near r (r>r). In

the infinite-dimensional case, unless limr|T Xo(r) =ß, we have proved that

lim suprjr |x0(r)| = oo, and the method of proof of Theorem 11 can be car-
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ried through to find a contradiction to condition C(ß). We have now proved

that Theorem 12(b) is true, supposing however that there is a subscript ß

as described. (In the finite-dimensional case there is always such a ß.) In the

infinite-dimensional case, if there is no such ß, limrjr \x(r) \ = °° . This finishes

the proof of (b). The discussion when r | t is carried on in the same way, using

the existence of the limit in (12.2*). Theorem 12(a) is now obviously true.

For a given r, x(r)~>x(t) in measure, when r—*t, so there will be an integer ß

as described above, and ß = x(r), with probability 1.

As usual in this sort of discussion, instead of saying that x(r) (r£.R) has

the above described properties with probabiliy 1, we could say that if a

space ft of a stochastic process is chosen properly, all the x(f) in ß will have

the above properties, where / ranges through all values.

Doeblin has considered a general Markoff process in which the transition

probability of going from state i at time / to state j at time /' is not supposed

necessarily to be a function of t'—t, and in which it is not supposed that the

number of possible states is denumerably infinite. His hypotheses, when

translated into our notation, and simplified because of the more special proc-

ess being considered here, become

uniformly in i. This hypothesis, combined with the hypothesis that the proc-

ess is initially in state a is considerably stronger than hypothesis Ha (except

in the finite-dimensional case, when, assuming hypothesis Ha, Doeblin's con-

dition is always applicable) and evidently also implies condition C(ß) for all

ß€zzGa. Doeblin showed that under his hypotheses, and assuming some given

initial state, neglecting an co-set of measure 0, x(r) {r^R) has only isolated

jumps as discontinuities^7).

Conversely, suppose that the process is initially in state a, and that the

co-measure has the property that x(r) (r a denumerable everywhere dense

/-set) has only isolated jumps as discontinuities, with probability 1. Theorem

11 shows that in this case there must be continuity at each fixed r, with proba-

bility 1, that is, g,< =o if i'£G„. Also, by Theorem 10, y.,<y.. = q<. Let P\"\t)

be the probability(28) that if x{r)=i then x(j + t)=j and x(r) has n jumps

in going from i toj, between r and r-\-t. It is easily verified that if i(zzGa

(12.4) lim fu(t) = 1

dike

(12.5)

(27) Skandinavisk Aktuarietidskrift, vol. 22 (1939), pp. 211-222.
(28) For this conditional probability to have a meaning we must suppose that j?a.(T)>0;

t can always be so chosen, if i £ Ga.
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and obviously

(12.6) PaiO = Y,P?i(t)-

Moreover if we suppose only hypothesis Ha tobe true, and that£yg,.,- = g,. < °o ,

(i(EGa), then if i(^Ga, considerations analogous to those used in the proof of

Theorem 10 show that P[f(t) as defined in (12.5) will have the probability

meaning described above. On the other hand, (12.6) is now true if and only

if the only discontinuities of x(r) are isolated jumps, with probability 1. Feller

has found necessary and sufficient conditions on the g,-, g,,- that (12.6) be

true(29). The above remarks give a complete justification for Feller's proba-

bility interpretation (ibid., p. 498) of the P[j\t). (He did not need this inter-

pretation in his proofs.) The details given in Theorem 12 on the character of

x(t) at a discontinuity which is not a jump round out Feller's description,

arising from an entirely different background (ibid., pp. 512-513).

Suppose again that hypothesis Ha is satisfied and that £,g,-/ = g» < °° for

all i(z:Ga. The differential equations

(13.1) pUt) = - qipik(t) + T,9aPik(i) (i<=Ga)

satisfied by the pn(t), due to Kolmogoroff(30) are well known, but their inti-

mate relation to the continuity properties of the x(t) seems less well known.

In fact, under the above hypotheses, we have shown (Theorem 10) that (with

probability 1) if x(t) =i(zzG, there is a first discontinuity of x(r) (rEi?, an

everywhere dense denumerable /-set) after t, an isolated jump. Then the prob-

ability of going from i to k is the sum of the probabilities of going from i toj

on the first jump, and then to k (summed over j). Considerations analogous

to those used in the proof of Theorem 10 now show that, evaluating the above

probabilities,

(13.2) pik{t) = T,f <r*^qijpik(s)4s + Site-*'.

The equations of (13.1) are obtained by differentiating those of (13.2), in

which the series can obviously be differentiated term by term. The second

set of differential equations obtained by Kolmogoroff

(13.3) />,',.(/) = - qhpih(f) + £ pi,{t)lik (i E Ga)

(") These Transactions, vol. 48 (1940), pp. 506-507. Feller's results are applicable to con-

siderably more general stochastic processes than those considered here.

(30) Mathematische Annalen, vol. 104 (1931), p. 429. Kolmogoroff imposed further restric-

tions on the pij(t). Feller (op. cit., p. 495) obtained (13.1) with substantially our hypotheses

given above.
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does not seem always to be true without further hypotheses. We shall show

that the truth of (13.3) is equivalent to the imposition of certain regularity

properties on the x{t). The probability

pik{h) - pik(h)e-"^'^^ (i J* k, h > h)

is at least equal to the probability that if x(r — k)=i, then x{r) goes to j at

some point between T—h and t, when x(r) jumps to k, remaining at k until

t = r, summed overjy^k. Thus

(13.4) pih{tt) - pik{h)e-"^^ fe Z f *pij(s)qlke^<-^ds.

Moreover there is equality if and only if when x(t) = i, there is a last discon-

tinuity of x(r) before r, which is a jump, with probability 1. Dividing (13.4)

by h— h and letting h — t\—>0 we obtain

(13.5) p'ik{t) fe - qkpik{t) + £ pn(t)qik (i G Go).

It is easily verified that (13.5) also follows directly from (0.1). Since there

is equality in (13.5) if and only if there is equality in (13.4), we have obtained

the following theorem.

Theorem 13. Suppose that hypothesis Ha is satisfied and that'lljqn = qi < 00

for all i£LGa. Then (13.1) is always true; (13.3) is true {for all t) if and only if

when x(t) =i, there is, with probability 1, a last discontinuity of x{r) before r,

which is an isolated discontinuity (a jump).

It is interesting to note that if pn(t) is the probability that if x(r)=i then

x(r + t) =j and the transition from i to j(31) is accomplished in a finite number

of isolated jumps, then pn(t) evidently satisfies (0.1) except that£j^t-,(/) may

be less than 1. Moreover (13.1) is also true for the pn(t) since the derivation

for the pn(t) applies equally well to pi jit). And the derivation we have given

of (13.5), when applied to the pn(t) actually gives equality: (13.3) is true of

the pn(t) in all cases. The latter fact was also proved by Feller.

(81) Strictly speaking, we should restrict i, j to lie in Ga.

University of Illinois,

Urbana, III.


